Epitope-specific antibodies to the beta(1C) integrin cytoplasmic domain variant.
The beta(1C) integrin is an alternatively spliced variant of the beta(1) subunit that contains a unique 48-amino-acid sequence in its cytoplasmic domain. We have shown previously that beta(1C) is a potent inhibitor of cell proliferation and that in vivo its expression is downregulated in prostate and breast carcinoma. In this study, we describe a panel of specific monoclonal antibodies that react with the beta(1C) cytodomain. We show by immunoblot analysis that the newly generated monoclonal antibodies specifically recognize the beta(1C) cytodomain expressed as glutathione S-transferase fusion protein. The specificity of the antibodies to beta(1C) was confirmed in competition studies by immunoblotting using beta(1C)-specific synthetic peptides. These monoclonal antibodies reacted, in enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays, with the beta(1C) 785-808 peptide but failed to bind the beta(1C) 778-794, beta(1C) 805-825, or beta(1A) 765-798 peptides. Thus, the epitope recognized by the antibodies is located within the Q(795)-F(804) beta(1C) cytoplasmic sequence; this region overlaps the previously described Q(795)-Q(802) domain necessary for beta(1C) to inhibit cell proliferation. To our knowledge, these are the first monoclonal antibodies specific for a beta(1) cytoplasmic isoform. The monoclonal antibodies described here will be useful tools for dissecting functional differences, among beta(1) integrin variants, as well as for the study of the role of beta(1C) in prostate and breast epithelial cell proliferation.